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The purpose of this paper is to show the existence and uniqueness of a 
solution to several types of higher order abstract Cauchy problems in a Banach 
space. Semigroup methods and spectral theory are used to arrive at these results. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Of concern is the iterated differential equation 
ii (4 - A,) w(t) = 0, (04 
61 
where dt is the derivative with respect to t and Ai is a linear operator on a Banach 
space. Iterated differential equations of a less general type were discussed by 
Mizohata [l l] and by Mochizuki [12]. They found sufficient conditions for the 
solvability of the equation 
fi (d? - aiA’) w(t) = 0, 
i=l 
where A is a linear self-adjoint operator on a complex Hilbert space and (Ye , . . . , a,,, 
are constants. 
The methods used here depend heavily on semigroup methods, and, in 
particular, on results originally proved by Phillips. Phillips [9] showed that if A 
is a linear operator on a complex Banach space with dense domain and nonempty 
resolvent set, then the Cauchy problem for u’(t) = Au(t) is “well posed” on R, 
if and only if A generates a (C&semigroup. 
Fattorini [3] extended these results to the Cauchy problem for dtmu z Au in 
linear topological spaces. 
He gave a necessary and sufficient condition for this problem to be “well 
posed.” In particular, he found that when m > 3, this problem is “well posed” 
* This paper is the result of the author’s dissertation, which was written at Tulane 
University. 
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if and only if A is bounded. The main theorem of this paper states that (0.1) 
is “well posed” if and only if A, generates a (Co)-semigroup for all i. These results 
are positive for m > 3 whereas the results of Fattorini are negative, which 
suggests that (0.1) is in some sense the correct way to consider higher order 
problems. It also sheds light on the negative results of Fattorini. dt3u = A3u is 
well posed if and only if or,A generates a semi-group for the three cube roots 
of unity 01~ which is clearly true only.if A is bounded. In fact, using the method 
of factoring polynomials, a sufficient condition for the unique solvability of the 
differential equation 
P(4 , A) w(t) = I-I n aisjAjw’“‘(t) = 0 
i=o j=o 
is given. This result extends results of Hersh [8] to the case in which A is a 
spectral operator of scalar type. 
It must be noted that Fattorini’s formulation of well posed differs from that of 
Phillips. This paper defines “well posed” along the lines of Fattorini although, 
of course, the definition is slightly different because of the different natures of 
the problems considered. 
1. ITERATED CAUCHY PROBLEMS 
Let Ai , i = l,..., n, be a set of linear operators on an arbitrary Banach space X 
such that fir=, p(AJ -# 0, where p(Ai) is the resolvent set of Ai . This implies 
that Ai is closed for i = I,..., 1~. Denote [0, 00) by R, and let Ck(R, , E) be the 
set of all k-times (strongly) continuously differentiable functions mapping R, 
into EC X. Also assume D = n{D(Ail *.. A,,): ij E (i ,..., n), m = 1, 2 ,... } is 
dense in X; here D(B) denotes the domain of the operator B. The generalized 
Cauchy problem 
fi (dt - Ad) w = (dt - A,) .*a (dt - A,) w = 0, (1.1) 
7&-l)(o) = +j forj = l,..., 12 with $j EX (1.2) 
will be considered. Here w(o)(t) = w(t). Henceforth a product of noncommuting 
operators will be interpreted by the convention given in (1.1). 
w will be called a solution to (1.1) in lR+ if 
k 
n (4 - 4) w E W+ , D(Akfl)) n CYR+, X) 
j=l 
for k = O,..., n - 1 
and w satisfies (1.1) for t E lR+ . (&i (dt - AJ w = w by definition.) 
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The generalized Cauchy problem is said to be wellposed in 1w+ if the following 
two conditions hold: 
(a) For every set {$r ,..., q&} with & E E for some subspace E, dense in 
X, there exists a unique solution w to (1.1) such that w(‘-r)(O) = 4i for i = I,... , II 
and & (dt - Aj) w E Cn-k(R+ , X) for k = 0 ,..., n - 1. 
(b) If {wj} is a sequence of solutions to (1.1) such that 
fi (dt - Ai) wj(t)l,=,, --f 0 for k = 0, l,..., n - 1, 
i=l 
then &=, (d, - AJ Wj tends to zero uniformly for t in compact subsets of Iw, 
for /2 = O,..., 71 - 1. This definition is extended from Iw+ to Iw = (-co, a) in 
the obvious way. 
Fattorini [3] said that the Cauchy problem for zJn) = Au is well posed in Iw, 
if the following two conditions hold: 
(a) There exists a dense subspace E of X such that if +i ,..., & E E, then 
there exists a function u E C”(Iw+ , X) n C([w+ , D(A)), such that @j(t) = Au(t) 
for t E Iw+ and U(~)(O) = &+r for K = O,..., n - 1. 
(/3) Let {z+> be a sequence of solutions of the above equation in Iw, such 
that ujk)(0) + 0 for K = O,..., n - 1. Then uj converges to zero, uniformly for t 
in compact subsets of aB+ . 
Note that Fattorini’s definition and our definition agree when it = 1. Although 
our definition of well posed is stronger than that of Phillips [9] or Fattorini, it is 
needed, because problem (1.1) is an iteration, and it is necessary to assume that 
the problem is well posed at each stage of the iteration, that is, the problem 
ny=12 (& - Aj) a = 0 is also well posed for k = l,..., 7t. This means that 
v = ni”z,’ (dt - AJ u is (n - K + 1) times differentiable and varies continu- 
ously with the initial data. 
If B is the infinitesimal generator of a (C’s) -semigroup (or group) {T(t)}, B will 
be called a semigroup (or group) generator. This is standard terminology from 
the theory of operator semigroups. Recall the following well known Hille- 
Yosida-Phillips-Feller-Miyadera generation theorem [4, 9, IO]. 
GENERATION THEOREM. B is a semigroup generator if and only if B is closed, 
densely defined, and there exists constants M, u such that h E p(B) for each h > w 
and lj(A - w)~ (A - B)-m jj < M whenever m = l,..., ad h > w. 
The following theorem, which is one of the main results of this paper, can 
now be stated. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose (JL, p(A,) # D, and D = n{D(Ail 1.. A,,): 
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ij E (l,..., n), m = 1, 2,...} is dense in X. Then the higher order abstract Cauchy 
problem (1.1) and (1.2) is well posed in 88, [respectively in R] ;f and only ;f Aa is a 
semigtoup [respectively, group] generator for i = I,..., n. In this case, if y$ E D for 
i = l,..., n, then the solution w exists and w E Cm(R+ , X) [respectively 
w E C”(R, X)]. 
Proof. The case of R, will be treated; the case of R is analogous and is 
omitted. The following problem will first be considered. Let Xm be the Banach 
space consisting of elements (C#Q ,..., c#J,J with& E X, with the norm \l(#r ,..., &)I\ = 
Cy=, jj +$ Jj . If X is a Hilbert space, take Il(j~, ...,&J12 = Cy=“=, I) I#J~ II2 so that X” 
is also a Hilbert space. Let 
u(.)= [I:::] EX”, A= [; . . . A;] , 
P= 
u’ = (A + P) u, (1.3) 
u(0) = YE xn. U-4) 
Note that D(A + P) = D(A). 
LEMMA 1.2. u is a solution to equation (1.3) in R, if and only if u1 is a solution 
to equation (1.1) and uk = nf:t (dt - A,) ulfor h = l,..., n in R, . 
Proof. Letubeasolutionto(1.3).Thenu~‘-AAiui=ui+~fori=I,...,n-l, 
and u,,’ - A,u, = 0 in 58, . Therefore nt=, (dt - A,) ul = ++I E C(R+ , 
D(A,+,)) n C1(!R, , X) since u E C(W+ , D(A)) n CYR,, Xn>, and 
ny=, (dt - Aa) %(t) = 0 for t E R, which implies u1 is a solution to (1.1) in 
R, . The converse is similar. 
Now a theorem proved by Fattorini [3, p. 851 will be used. This is a variant 
of the classical result of Phillips [9, p. 6221. 
THEOREM. If n = 1, then theproblem (1.1) and (1.2) is wellposed ;f and only ;f 
A, is a semigroup generator. In this case, if & E D(A,), tk there exists a solution 
w E Cl(lR+ , X) n C(R+ , WA,)), with W(O) = & . 
This theorem implies that the problem (1.3) and (1.4) is well posed if and 
only if A + P is a semigroup generator. Since P is bounded, by a well known 
perturbation theorem, A + P is a semigroup generator if and only if A is a 
semigroup generator. 
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LEMMA 1.3. A is a sem@roup generator if and only if Ai is a semigroup 
generator f3r i = l,..., n. 
Proof. Suppose A generates the semigroup {T(t)}. Since 
A = , 
it follows easily that T has the form 
T(t)= (7) *a. 93, tER+. 
Moreover since {T(t)} is a semigroup, then each iTi( is a semigroup which 
implies that Ai is a semigroup generator for i = I,..., n. 
The converse is similar 
Lemma 1.3 can also be proved using the generation theorem stated earlier 
in this paper. 
To finish the first part of Theorem 1.1, it remains to show that the problem 
(1.1) and (1.2) is well posed if and only if the problem (1.3) and (1.4) is well 
posed. 
LEMMA 1.,4. i’j the problem (1.1) and (1.2) is well posed, then the problem (1.3) 
and (1.4) is well posed. 
Proof. First, it will be shown that the problem (1.3) and (1.4) satisfies part (b) 
of the definition of well-posed. Suppose (uj} is a sequence of solutions to the 
problem (1.3) such that u,(O) -+ 0. Since uj = [r+ ,..., z&jT, where T means 
transpose, it follows that (z+} is a sequence of solutions tok(l.l) such that 
“4 (dt - A,)~~~(t)l~=~-+Ofork =O,..., n - l.Therefore(n,,,(di - Ai)ei} 
= u~+~,~} tends to zero uniformly for t in compact subsets of !R+ . Therefore 
(u,} tends to zero uniformly for t in compact subsets of IR, . 
Remark 1.5. By a similar argument, if problem (1.3) and (1.4) is well posed, 
then part (b) of the definition of well posed holds for problem (1.1) and (1.2). 
Next, it will be shown that problem (1.3) and (1.4) satisfies part (a) of the 
definition of well posed. Since problem (1.1) and (1.2) is well posed, there exists a 
subspace E, dense in X, such that if d1 ,..., & E E, there exists a solution w to 
(1.1) with W(~)(O) = $i+1 for each i, and u~+~ = I$=, (dt - Ai) w E C”-“(Iw, , X) 
fork = 0 ,..., n - 1. Define & = nLyl (db - AJ w(t)j,, . Let Y = [& ,..., #J’ 
It has been shown that u = [ul ,.. ., u,]* is a solution to (1.3) and U(O) = Y. 
Let {PI = F, where {Yj means the set of all YE X* obtained by varying 
d 1 ,..., $,, independently over E. It can easily be seen that F is a subspace of X”. 
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It must be shown that F is dense in X”. First, fix $i ,..., $,, E E. The object is to 
find an explicit formula for $m . $I = ~~(0) = $r is given. $a = (dt - A,) nil,=, 
= $a - A,$, . Suppose & = & + (terms involving$, ,..., &-J forj = 1,. . ., k - 1 
and that z&~)(O) = (terms involving $r ,..., fbk-J for i = l,..., k - 1. It will 
now be shown that r,!~ = & + (terms involving $r ,..., &+r) and u&~~,(O) = 
(terms involving d1 ,..., &J for i = l,..., k. By definition & = u,(O) = 
(4 - &-l(t)) uk--l(t)lt=o = &-l(O) - A,-,+-,(O). But &-,~40) = 
(terms involving #or ,..., &+i). It has been shown that t&$(O) = z&(O) - 
A,-,z&~‘(O) for j = 1. Suppose it holds for some j > 1. It will now be shown 
that it holds for j + 1, that is, U&(O) = ~~~~~~(0) - R,-j-l&-l(0). We know 
Uc!jl,(O) = dtj(U;-j-l(t) - A&j-Ill*-j-l(t))lt=O = U~L~!_ll(O) - dtiAk-j-lUl;-j-l(t)jf=.O. 
By standard arguments using the fact that &-i is closed and q-j-r E 
Cn-k+J+2([W+ , X), it follows that dtjAk-j-l~k-j-l(t)lt=O = A,-i-lujE~,-,(0) = 
(terms involving +r ,..., &+i). Therefore, it has been shown that u&(O) = 
z&&(O) - A,-j+l~&-,(0) = ~f:~i(O) + (terms involving $r ,..., &,+r) which 
holds for j = l,..., k - 2. It has also been shown that r&(O) = & + (terms 
involving #Q ,..., +lc-l) if u~~~Ji(O) = & + (terms involving & ,..., &-i) for 
j=l ,..., k - 2. Since u~“-~)(O) = &, then z&(O) = & + (terms involving 
+k-l) for j = O,..., k - 1. By examination, it can be seen that $J~ = 
$: ‘1 ‘x;zi A,&&(O) and us& = & - ~~~~ AB-iz&(0) = (terms invol- 
ving q$ ,..., &J for j = l,..., k. Therefore this holds for k = l,..., n. By fixing 
dl I..., +h.-1 , and letting +K vary over all of E, it is seen that the set of all possible 
&, is dense in X. Therefore {Yu> is dense in Xn. 
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose problem (1.3) and (1.4) is well posed. If & ,..., q$, E D, 
then there exists a solution w to problem (1.1) and (1.2) such that &=, (d, - Ai) w E 
P(R+ , X) for k = 0 ,..., n - 1. 
Once Lemma 1.6 is proved, the proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemmas 
1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6 and Remark 1.5. 
Proof of Lemma 1.6. Let $i ,..., & E D. Define #r = $r and 
m-1 
lCrm=hn+ c (--ljk (4, ... 4,+*-k). 
k=l ,l<i,<...<i&n-1 
Let Y = [$r ,..., &Jr. Note that #i E D for i = l,..., n. This implies that 
YE WA + 3. Also (A + P) Y = W,h + $2 ,..., &-CL, + A, b,hl” E 
D(A + P), since Ai+, + &+r ED for i = l,..., n - 1 and A,#% ED. Iterating 
this argument, it can be seen that (A + P)” YE D(A + P) for E = 1, 2,.... 
Therefore YE nT=, D((A + P)i). 
By Fattorini’s theorem, there exists a solution I( to (1.3) with u(O) = Y. If 
(T(t)) is the semigroup generated by (A + P), then u(t) = T(t) Y for t E Iw, . 
To show that uk E Cm&!+ , X), it is sufficient to show that u E Cm(BB+ , X”). 
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Using the well-known fact that if [E D(A + P), then (A + P) Z’(t) .$ = 
T(t) (A + P) 5, we see that u’ = (A + P) TY = T(A + P)Y. If U(W) = 
T(A + P)” ?P, then dtu (WI = (A + P) T(t) (A + P)” Y = T(A + P)m+l Y 
since YE D((A + P)“+l). Therefore u E P(iR+ , X). 
All that remains is to show that u:“‘(O) = &+i for i = O,..., EZ - 1. t@)(O) 
is the first component of zP(O) = T(O) (A + P)” (G = (A + P)” #. Since 
&, = 4, + Cy”=;’ (-1)” Cl~il<...<i,~n-l (Ai, ... AikyL) for m = I,..., 1z, then 
U’(O) = (A + P) t/~ has mth component 
m-1 
=4m+1+ c C-1)" c CA& . *. Ailhn-k+l) form = l,..., 12 - 1. 
k=l lQ1<...<i&n-1 
In particular, ~~‘(0) = A& + 4% - A,+, L- &. 
Suppose that for 2 < tt, the mth component of 0(O) for m = I,..., n - 2 is 
a-1 
Cm+z + c t-1)" c 4, *-a A&n+,-, . 
k=l l&<...d,~m-1 
This implies that zP+r)(O) = (A + P) 0(O) and for m = I,..., n - I - 1, 
that the mth component of u(i+r)(O) is 
m-1 
&hn+z + C (-ljk C (4Ak *. * Ailhn+l-k) 
k=l l~i,i...~irqt-l 
+ 4?n+z+1 + gl t-1)" C (4, .** Ai14m+z-k+A 
l&<. . . <iys;m 
m-1 
= 9 m+z+1 + k;l (-Ilk c CA& * ' ' Ailhn+~-k+l)~ 
l~iI<...<i,q7a-l 
In particular, ui”-“‘(0) = &+s . Therefore u:“‘(O) = +z+l for I = O,..., n - 1. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 1.7. Using (1.3) and (1.4) and standard results for the first order 
Cauchy problem, approximation and perturbation theorems for (1.1) and (1.2) 
can be derived in the same manner. Also the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem has 
a unique solution for sufficiently “nice” inhomogeneous term f(t). 
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2. EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS TO ITERATED CAUCHY PROBLEMS 
In this section, the explicit solution to the abstract Cauchy problem (1.1) and 
(1.2) is constructed using the Phillips Perturbation Theorem [9]. The theorem 
stated below is not the most general form of Phillips’ theorem, but is all that is 
needed for this case. 
THEOREM. Let A generate a (C,)-semigroup T. If P is bounded, then (A + P) 
gmuates a (C,)-semigroup S given by 
SoWf = T(t)f, S,+,(t)f = 1” T(t - s) P&(s) f ds, S(t)f = f &(t)f, 
0 i=O 
for f E X. The series is strongly and absolutely convergent, uniformly on compact 
subsets of R, . 
A solution u = [ur ,..., u,Jr to problem (1.3) and (1.4) will be constructed 
for the case n = 2. or will then be a solution to problem (1.1) and (1.2). The 
solution ur for (1.1) and (1.2) f or arbitrary n will then be given. 
It is already known that the semigroup generated by A is 
T-(,” &So. 
S,(t) !P = It T(t - tI) PT(t,) Y’ dt, 
- 0 
= t Tdt - td T&d 4, 
S! 
p1=( o 
.fk Tdt - tl) T&l) ~4 4 
0 0 
)? 
S,(t) I$/ _ lt (W; b) Tlcty t2,) (8 ;) (E Tl(h - "b' T&l) $2 4) dt2 
t 0 -s 0 0  dt, = 0. 
Therefore S,(t) = S,(t) = *a. E 0. Consequently S(t) Y = Cy=“=, SJt) Y = 
Cz, Si(t) Y for t E !R+ is a solution to problem (1.3) and (1.4) and its first 
component 
M> = T&)+1 + 1' Tdt - tJ T&d ($2 - 441) 4 
0 
is the solution to (1.1) and (1.2) for n = 2. 
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It can be shown in the same way for arbitrary n that S%(t) = Sn+l(t) = e** = 0 
for all t E Iw+ , and the solution ur(t) to problem (1.1) and (1.2) is 
for t E Iw, , where 
m-1 
?$n=hn+ c (-1)” c (Ai, **. Ai$m-$1. 
k=l l&<. . . <e&n--l 
An explicit solution to problem (1 .l) and (1.2) can also be given using the 
Trotter product formula. The form of the Trotter product formula given here is 
a special case of Trotter’s theorem (see [13] or [l]). 
THEOREM. Let A be a semigroup generator and let P be bounded. Let T, U, S 
denote the semigroups generated by A, P, A + P respectively. Then S(t)f = 
lim,+,{ W/m) W/m)P f f or each f E X, strongly and un;formly fm t in compact 
subsets of R, . 
This limit, where U(t) = CILi tkPk/k!, when broken into the correct parts is 
a Riemann sum of the integrals obtained in the explicit solution for (1.1) and 
(1.2). 
Also, using results from the first order problem, the explicit solution to the 
inhomogeneous problem can be given. 
As an example, the solution to the wave equation (da2 + A2) u = 0 is 
u(t) = T(t)& + lot T(t - 2s) M2 - iA&) ds 
where T(t) is the group generated by A. This formula holds assuming only that 
A generates a group acting on a real or complex Banach space. This particular 
explicit formula seems to be new, although other explicit formulas have been 
noted in special case’(cf. [7, p. 85; 81). 
3. ABSTRACT CAUCHY PROBLEMS FOR SCALAR-TYPE SPECTRAL OPERATORS 
In this section, the generalized Cauchy problem 
wyo) = 401 E x, i = 0, l,..., n - 1 (3.2) 
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is considered, where aiSj E @, Q,,~ = 0 if j # 0, and a,,, # 0. It is assumed that 
m > 0, at least one al,, # 0, and A is a closed linear scalar type spectral operator 
on a complex Banach space X. This problem was considered by Hersh [8] in 
the case when the operator A was a group generator. 
First we will state a theorem on factoring polynomials which is a simple 
result in measure theory using well-known algebraic results (e.g. [14]). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P(x, t) = CL, cyd ai,/ti where u,,~ E C, a,,, # 0, and 
ad = 0 for j # 0. There exist n Bore1 measurable functions tj(x), j = l,.. ., n such 
that P(x, t) = n;=, (t - ti(x)) f or a II x and t. Also, there exist constants b > 0 
and k > 0 such that 1 $(x)1 < 1 x 1% + b for alllj and x. 
A is a s&r-type spectral operator if and only if there exists a (countably 
additive) spectral measure E defined on the Boolean u-algebra of all Bore1 sets 
in the complex plane which obeys the following two conditions: 
(i) E(S) A = AE(S), u(A,) c8, for 8 a Bore1 set where u is the spectrum. 
A6 is the restriction A Ix8 of A to the manifold X, = E(6) X. 
(ii) -4qf~ = jc hE(&) 4 for all 4 E D(A). 
(Note that self-adjoint operators are special cases of scalar type spectral opera- 
tors.) 
DEFINITION. Let A be a scalar-type spectral operator with spectral measure 
E. Assume sup, jj E(S)l] < co where the sup is taken over all Bore1 sets 6. Let f 
be a Bore1 measurable function, bounded on compact subsets of @. The operator 
f(A) is defined by: f(AW = Jc f (X) E(dhH and D( f (A)) = (+: JC f (X) E(d+# 
exists). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f and A be as in the preceding dejitzition. Suppose 
/( E(G)\\ < K/4 for all Bore1 sets 6 C C and some K > 0. Then f(A) is a closed 
scalar-type spectral operator with dense domain. Moreover, 
(1) D(f(A)) = Wlf I (A)) where If 10) = If(9 . 
(2) o(f (A)) 5 W(A)) if If(x)1 2 I g(A)1 E-almost everywhere. 
(3) (af)(A) = af(A) for aE@. 
(4 (I + d (4 If (A) + g(A) and W(A) + g(A)) = W(f + g) (A)) n 
Wf (A)) = @(f + g) (A)) n D(g(a)). 
(5) fg(A) 2 f(A) g(A) ad D(f(A) g(A)) = D(fg(A)) n WA)). 
(6) f(A) is bounded if and only if f is E-essentiully bounded and 
E-ess sup 1 f (h)J < Jj f (A)// < KE-ess sup 1 f(A)\ . 
(7) u(f(A)) = f(a(A)), where u(A) is the spectrum of A. 
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For a proof of this theorem (along with a complete discussion of scalar-type 
spectral operators), see [2, p. 22381. 
DEFINITION. P(d, , A) is said to be A-Petromky correct if all roots tj(x) of 
P(t, x) = 0 satisfy Re tj(x) < M for some constant M and for all x E a(A). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a scalar-type spectral operator with bounded spectral 
measure E. Let D = fiTSI D(Ai); D ’ d zs ense in X. If P(d, , A) is A-Petrowsky 
correct, then for rjl ,..., +a E D, there exists a unique w E Cn(R+ , X) such that w 
satisjies (3.1) and (3.2) and wfl) E C(R+ , D) for i = O,.. ., 7s. Moreover, 
w E P(R+ ) X). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that a,,, = 1. If not, 
divide by a,,, which is nonzero by assumption. 
D is dense in X since D(f,(A)) is d ense in X where f,(A) = e/l1 and D(Ai) 1 
D(f,(A)) for all i by Theorem 3.2, part (2). 
Suppose P(d, , A) is A-Petrowsky correct. Then consider the problem 
fi (d, - &(A)) w = 0, 
i=l 
(3.3) 
wyo) = q&+1 ) (3.4) 
where ti(x) are the roots of the polynomial P(t, x) = 0, ti(x) is Bore1 measurable, 
and [ x ]I + b > 1 t,(x)/ > 1 tj(x)l forj = l,..., 71, for some fixed I and b and for 
all x E C. Let Dl = n{(D(til(A) a** t+(A)): 4 E (l,..., n), j = l,..., k, and 
k = I,...}, and D, = fizSl D(t,(A)“). Note that Dl CD, . For some sum and 
product of the ti(x),..., t,(x), say ‘& I$=, tip) where i, E (l,..., e} for i = I...,, I 
and j = l,..., k, we have & I$=, ti,(x) = c:, a,,& where p E (0 ,..., n} and 
a,,, # 0 for some j = I,..., 
C;=l l-I;=1 &l(A) C C:,, 21.3 
m. By Theorem 3.1, parts (4) and (5), it follows that 
a .A’. Therefore, if $ E Dl , then $ E D(C:=, J$=, &(A)) 
whence+ E D(CEO a,,,Aj). Also for any integer q > 0,4 E D((& &, t$JA))a). 
But (CL1 IIj”=;l h,(x))” = EEo 9.j u #)q which implies that # E D((~~, a,,jA’)“). 
Therefore $ E D(Amq) f or any integer q and q5 E D(Ak) for any integer k > 0. 
Therefore D, CD. 
By Section 2, it can be shown that for k an integer, there exists a b, > 0 and a 
positive integer I such that 1 x Izk + b, 5 1 tlk(x)I for all x E C. Therefore 
D(Azk) C D(tlk(A)) w h ere tlk(x) = (tl(x))k. By repeated use of Theorem 3.1, 
part (5), it can be shown that D(t,“(A)) = D((t,(A))k). Therefore D(Azk) C 
D((t,(A))“) for every positive integer k and D CD, . 
For any integer k > 0 and for all x E C, 1 t,“(x)1 > I nj”=, ti.(x)l where 
i, E {I )...) n}. Therefore D(tlL(A)) C D((n,“=, ti,) (A)) where (n;i, tij) (x) = 
IJr=r ti,(z). By repeated use of Theorem 3.2 part (5), ($=, D((fl:E1 ti,) (A)) = 
D(n,“=: &,(A)). But D((I&k tij) (A)) 1 D(t,‘(A)) since I(I’& $2 (%)I < 
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( trl(x)\ for all x E C. Therefore D(nFz, t&l)) 3 ($=r (D(t,l(A)) 1 D, . Since 
this holds for It = 1,2,..., then D, r) D, and consequently, DI = D, = D. 
Suppose P(t, x) is A-Petrowsky correct. In this case o(t@)) = t,(u(A)) C 
{x: Re x < M}, which implies that h E p(tS(A)) for h > M. Also note that 
ny=, &(A)) # ia. Let K b e f rom Theorem 3.2, part (6), so that K/4 > // E(S)\1 
for every Bore1 set 6 C @. If h > M, then 11(X - M)” (X - t&4))-k jj < 
KE-ess sup 1(X - M)” (X - ti(x))-” 1 = K(h - M)k E-ess sup ) X - t,(x)\-” < 
K(X - M)” (X - M)-k = K by Theorem 3.2, part (6), forj = l,..., n; K = I,.... 
Therefore by the generation theorem in Section 1, t,(A) generates a semigroup 
for i = l,..., n. 
By Theorem 1.1, for +I ,..., & E D, there exists a unique solution w to problem 
(3.3) and (3.4) such that w E C”“(Iw+ , X). Since ti(A) is closed for all i, ti(A) 
and dt commute for w. In this case, ny=, (d, - ti(A)) w = P(d, , A) w = 0. By 
setting up the system d,u = (A + P) u as in Section 1, and differentiating, it 
can be seen that @(t) E fiy=, D((A + P)j) for i = O,..., n, and t E Iw, . Therefore 
I E n~F1 D((t,(A))j for i = O,..., 71, and t E F!,. . Therefore w(o(t) E D, = D 
for i = O,..., n and t E [w, . 
To show uniqueness, assume w1 is another solution of problem (3.1) and 
(3.2) such that w?) E C(Iw+ , D) for i = l,..., n. In this case wr is also a solution 
to (3.3) and (3.4) since w?) E o(nF=, tkj(A)) for ki E {l,..., n} and i = 0 ,..., n 
and therefore d, and t,(A) commute for wr . But the solution to problem (3.3) 
and (3.4) is unique. Therefore w, = w. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume fm all roots tj(x) of P(t, x) = 0 that there exists some 
MsuchthatIReti(X)I~MfoTj=1,...,nandxEo(A).For~1,...,~,ED,there 
exists a wipe w E Cn([W, X) such that w satisfies (3.1) and (3.2) and wci) E C([w, D) 
for i = l,..., n. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 and will 
therefore be omitted. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let IR C IF. Mizohata [l l] and Mochizuki [12] showed that 
the operators 
with suitable boundary conditions, acting in La(Q) are self-adjoint and accretive 
when the coefficients and region Sz obey certain conditions (including smoothness 
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of the coefficients, ellipticity, etc.). They also showed that there exists a unique 
solution with certain differentiability conditions to the equation 
with t E R, “nice” initial data, and (II, > 0. But using Section 3 of this paper and 
Theorem 1.1, it is seen that the equation 
fj W2Pt2) + %L) u(t) = 0 
is well posed in the sense of this paper when OLD > 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A be an unbounded self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert 
space H, bounded from above (which implies A - k is dissipative for some 
k E R,). For instance take A = -L, of Example 1. Since A is self-adjoint, it is a 
scalar-type spectral operator. This implies that there exists a unique solution 
u E C”(R+ , H) to 
((d2/dt2) + P(A) (44 + Q(4) u = 0 (4.1) 
with “nice” initial data if this equation is A-Petrowsky correct. Here we define 
P(A) = z;- ajA’ 2 w h ere a, E R, a, # 0 and Q(A) = C,“=, blAi where bi E R, 
b, # 0. We shall assume n + m > 0 to avoid trivialities. 
We know that 
,r2 + W 7 + Q‘(4 
= 7 _ -W + P’(x)” - 4QW’” 
[ ( 11 LT - ( 
-P(x) - (P(x)” - ~Q(cc))~‘~ 
2 2 )I * 
Therefore Eq. (4.1) is A-Petrowsky correct if and only if 
R; (-3(-x) & (I’(-+)” - 4Q(-iv))“” 
n+l a,xn + 1.o.t. f (u,58@ + 1.o.t. + (-l)m+l#*x” + l.o.t.)l’2] 
= ,I; K*(x) < M for some M > 0 
+ 
(where 1.o.t. means lower order terms). But this is true if and only if 
Tiiii,.&WU))) = & -=c co. Clearly K+ < co only if (-l)n+l a, < 0 or 
n = 0. In the case (-l)n+l a, < 0, it is seen that K- = --co. We shall therefore 
assume in the following that (- l)“fl nu, ,< 0. 
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Case 1. Suppose m > 12 > 0. In this case, for x sufficiently large 
Re(K+(x)) = Re ( ‘g((s;’ ) = Re ( 
(-1)” 4&x” + 1.o.t. 
) K-(x) ’ 
Since K(x) is of order p = max(n, m/2} < m and K_ = -03, it can easily be 
seen that K, < +cc if and only if (-1)” b, > 0 in which case K, = -co. 
Case 2. Suppose m > n =x 0. In this case 
K+ = ~(Re(((-l)m+l 4b,xnS + l.o.t.)1’2) Tfcc 
if and only if ( -l)m b, > 0. 
Case 3. Suppose 0 < m < n. In this case 
i6Re 
[- 
4(-l)” b,pm + 1.o.t. 
x +m 
Ia,/r”(l +*+*e* + !g + (& + Csgs + . . . + * 
== k Re ( 
Case 4. Suppose 0 = m < n. Clearly K,~ = 0 in this case since czls = 0. 
In conclusion, we have found that (4.1) h as a unique solution if and only if 
(i) (--I)” na, 2 0 and 
(ii) either (-l)m b, > 0 or m < n. 
Remark 4.1. Previously Petrowsky correct has been used in the case where 
A = i(d/dx) and therefore o(A) = Iw, or in cases where A was in some sense 
similar to i(d/dx) (see, for example, [S]). This paper shows that the previous use 
of Petrowsky correctness depended on the fact that cr(i(d/(dx))=Iw. This example 
shows that the definition of Petrowsky correct can be extended to cover many 
new and interesting problems. 
Remark 4.2. In view of Section 3 and Example 2, it appears that a problem 
of the form of (1.1) could be defined as well posed if and only if it is A-Petrowsky 
correct. 
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